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About This Game

"Deadly Rooms of Death" (DROD) is a turn-based strategy and tactics puzzle game series. It is a 2D top-down puzzle adventure
that focuses on pure gameplay mechanics, best described succinctly as "chess in a Zelda-like environment." The DROD series

began over a decade ago and has enthralled thousands of players.

Swordplay and puzzles combine in this thinking man's dungeon crawl. It's simple to learn, with just a handful of commands to
master. This game's rogue-like exterior belies clever puzzle design and unique play mechanics that provide amazing depth. Each

room is a hand-crafted puzzle that you solve by clearing out all the monsters with your Really Big Sword without letting any
reach and kill you. Monster types each have their own AI, with deterministic movement patterns. Puzzle elements and terrain
types help and hinder you in solving each puzzle. You start by learning basic mechanics and fighting techniques, and then the

difficulty steadily ramps up as each room you face presents a fresh challenge with a logical solution. This game features a novel
play style, with story- and puzzle-driven voiced dialogue delivered inline with hardcore puzzle solving that involves a mix of
strategy, tactics, lateral thinking and linchpins. As developers, our goal is to present you with a novel experience where game

mechanics are paramount. DROD will give you that "just one more room" feeling.

This game is the entry-point title in the ongoing DROD franchise. "Gunthro" is designed as an beginner-level offering to the
DROD world, with both new players and veterans in mind. The level layout is has multiple hub areas to explore as you progress.

The game starts easy, has a smooth learning curve and an integrated online hints system. You should be pleased by the puzzle
designs that went into this game, making for a delightful blend of fun and challenge. A level editor and enthusiastic player

community make this a game you can relish for years.

Main game features
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 Over 300 puzzle rooms across 25 levels, each organized around different combinations of puzzle elements.

 All-new enhanced version of the "Gunthro and the Epic Blunder" campaign!

 Over 25,000 usermade rooms available for download!

 Dozens of secret areas and optional extra challenge levels that lie in store for the more curious and adventuresome,
uncovered in a variety of ways.

 Varied elements and monster types like rock golems, giant serpents, wraithwings, and evil eyes, each with a distinctive
AI behavior and requiring different strategies and tactics to conquer.

 Hours of contextual music composed by synthpop artist Jon Sonnenberg of Travelogue.

 New and upgraded in-game artwork, including three all-new terrain styles, with real-time lighting and a range of
environmental effects.

 Full-featured level/campaign editor, with custom scripting engine and modding capabilities

 Active and friendly player community

 Hi-score competition and hints system via our CaravelNet service

The story:

In this game, Beethro Budkin recounts an epic tale of adventure to his precocious nephews about his grandfather, Gunthro
Budkin, and his exploits in the dangerous nation of Rasarus. Gunthro is a third-generation smitemaster and a rather ugly man.

Smitemasters are hard-bitten, muscled veteran dungeon exterminators that slay hideous beasties in dark places for a living. You
know Gunthro will get the job done, and you'll happily pay him to clear your basement of giant man-eating dungeon roaches.

When the Rasarun king is slain by an officer of Tueno, Gunthro is recruited by Rasarus to defend his country and reclaim its
honor. However, as Gunthro searches deeper, he will find that things are not quite as they seem.

Experience the unique turn-based puzzle dungeon adventure of DROD!

Deluxe Bundle:
Contains:

DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder

DROD OST: Deadly Music of Death, Volumes 1 and 2
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Title: DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Caravel Games
Publisher:
Caravel Games
Release Date: 2 Apr, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP+

Processor: 500MHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Optional

English
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"Soap drop, n*gga. Oh, you think you're just gonna leave it down there, huh? We don't waste no mothaf**kin' soap in here."

"I'm- I'm finished!"

"Naw naw, n*gga. You ain't finished. I been watchin' you. You ain't washed behind your ears or nothin'."

"But I did!"

"See look at me. See how I'm all clean and glistening and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 That's hygiene, n*gga! You
can call me the health inspector. NOW PICK UP THE SOAP!"

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZO7-QJGVdM4. love it its fun. If you ever wanted to fly a Chinook trough an
underground cave complex digged out by the hands of vietcong child soldiers... boy do I got a game for you.

I recommend putting aiming on mouse and control difficulty on professional ! Extra torture guaranteed but you can pull some
stuff that is impossible with the Amateur setting (noob pilot).
And if you are lucky the game has those distinct weather effects, changing monsun storms, fog inside the caves, various bodies
of water you have to divebomb into to pull out some dumbass GIs.

One major gripe I have about this is the non existing controller support. I got 3 different gamepads on this thing. Direct and
XInput and all of them do not work. So thats that. Gonna get emulator support for the controller.

Get it on SALE or in a bundle. It is worth it when you are bored.. Yes Is Good. Had to leave a review before it's gone.
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\u304a\u5e97\u306e\u5e97\u54e1\u306b\u306a\u3063\u3066\u5ba2\u3092\u3055\u3070\u304f\u30b2\u30fc\u30e0\u3002\u6
700\u521d\u306e\u65b9\u306f\u307e\u3063\u305f\u308a\u3068\u3067\u304d\u308b\u304c\u3001\u30ec\u30d9\u30eb\u304c
\u4e0a\u304c\u308b\u306b\u9023\u308c\u3066\u67d0\u30cf\u30f3\u30d0\u30fc\u30ac\u30fc\u30b7\u30e7\u30c3\u30d7\u30
6e\u30e9\u30f3\u30c1\u30bf\u30a4\u30e0\u4e26\u306b\u5fd9\u3057\u304f\u306a\u308b\u306e\u3067\u52b9\u7387\u306e\u
826f\u3044\u52d5\u7dda\u3092\u63a2\u308a\u3001\u8abf\u7406\u6642\u9593\u3084\u5ba2\u306e\u30b9\u30c8\u30ec\u30b
9\u3092\u8a08\u7b97\u306b\u5165\u308c\u3066\u52d5\u304b\u306a\u3044\u3068\u3059\u3050\u8a70\u3080\u306e\u3067\
u6c17\u3092\u3064\u3051\u3088\u3046\u3002. gt; Started a match
> Not a ♥♥♥♥ing soul online
> Waited ~5 minutes for anyone to show up
> Played with bot in the meantime, **head shot** across the "Farm" map by said bot's Uzi
> 3 human players finally showed up, owned the n00bs
> After a satisfying killing spree, mysteriously kicked from my own match
> Came back to see players still playing on my game server

GG 12/10 must buy. I don't think I have the required skill level to proceed further into this game but I really enjoyed what I was
able to play of it. If you guys liked Broforce or maybe Super Panda Adventure or any other games like that you'll probably
enjoy this. It's got some ok humor and the explosions are pretty awesome. I'm going to go ahead and recommend it even though
I wasn't able to beat the game because what I was able to play was really cool.

Check out my video if you want to see the part of the game I was able to complete:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ttprQMcbeKA&t=1s. Edit - This is a great game thathas alot of problems, that if you can
get past you will have a really good time.

- graphics are awful, not going to lie but there are alot of minor details that are pretty neat, Sadly the ame dose run really bad
even with a gtx 980 ti and 6700k the game is not going to run at 60 fps.... but thats most likely due to THE huge number of units
on screen so.... if you what a massive battles I guess you need to deal with less then 60 fps

- cammera still is really really slow.

- there is a map in the game but it dose not give a huge amount of detail, however thiere is an option to jump to units and the
game will break down the armies chain of coammnd so you can easily find any unit or commander

- user interface is not really that great, not as bad as I once thought there are lot of options.

Would I buy this game again? Yes and no, The game is worth getting just not at the $50 mark.

I would avoid in till the price drops, there are a few issues that turned me off from the game:

- Graphics are really poor which is not exactly a deal breaker however even with poor graphics the fps is an issue even with a
high end desktop.
- THE cammera in game is SUPER slow and really sluggish.
- No mini map in a rts.... is not ok. especially when the game has such a masive battlefield.
- User interface extrememly outdate.

I suggest if your looking for a game with HUGE battles that acutally runs really well I would suggest ulitmate gettysburg over
this game.. Absolute garbage.. This game was abandoned! I don't recommend it anymore because of that.

If you still want to try it...

Despite the lack of real music, the not so well ported interface and the okay graphics, the gameplay mostly works and it has
some additions most other games of this genre don't have, it's price tag is definetly acceptable and the multiplayer focus with
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pvp in mind is new... It will be one of the things that you want to regret if you demand refund and get it.. If you enjoy playing
the Puzzle Quest franchise of games developed by Infinite Interactive, this purchase is simply a no-brainer! Match 3 meets Role-
Playing Game. If you enjoyed Bejeweled Twist, this is the game for you. Only thing different is that, this game adds RPG
Elements

Pros
Puzzle
Bejeweled twist feel
Nice rpg element

Cons
Bad Ui
Repetitive
Grindy
Game crashes
Bad design choices (why do I exit levels after I beat them and they have to replay them). The bases loaded remix that comes
with this makes the DLC worth it just by itself.. Harder, than the second part of this game, but also I say, very-very good
gamez!!!!
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